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Rock out with Pete the Cat in New York Times bestselling artist James Dean's Pete the Cat: Rock

on, Mom and Dad!, complete with stickers, cards, and a poster!Mom and Dad do so much for Pete

that he wants to thank them with a special surprise. But what can Pete do that will show Mom and

Dad how much he loves them? In this groovy story, Pete learns that the best way to say thank you

is to mean it. Young readers will love watching Pete surprise Mom and Dad with something totally

awesome.
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We have two Pete the Cat books ("I Love My White Shoes" and "Four Groovy Buttons") and they

are some of my children's favorite books. The Pete the Cat books we have grown accustomed to

are original and unique, this one is not at all like what I was expecting. The words to this book are

exactly the words to the classic "Old MacDonald Had a Farm" with nothing added or taken out. I

expected a little twist on the original song, but there was none.

Nice book for my class, I use it around Mother's Day before I have kids make cards for their parents

for Mother's and Father's day. It gives kids ideas about what their parents do for them and what they



should be grateful for.

"Way cool adaptation of Old McDonald"?????.....Please! This book consists of nothing but the

original "Old McDonald" song with Pete the Cat illustrations. There's nothing original about the story

and Pete is never even mentioned in the text. See for yourself by clicking on the "look inside" option

above. A big BOO to James Dean! It's not all good! Please put some effort into the next Pete the

Cat book. This isnt worth the paper it's printed on. Save your money!

This book was a disappointment! Pete is in the illustrations; but, he's not in the story! My son and I

like the song/stories of the other books much better.

This was purchased for a barely 3 year old to give to her parents for Valentine's Day. There is a

poster and stickers so it was challenging to discourage her from looking at those items as we

prepared it as a gift. Once she opens the gift with her parents, I think it will be fun for them to read

the book, play with the stickers, and to hang up the poster. It is a nice read also for a toddler/small

child.

This is a very sweet book about how you can make a great gift for your parents by just doing what

you do best. Pete the Cat is a great role model for young kids. He looks at life with a positive

attitude. I like how, while Pete is thinking of what he can do, the picture shows his idea, which is

good in thought, but it usually ends in trouble (mowing the grass = accidentally mowing a

flowerbed). It made me chuckle! This is a marvelous book! Tho book comes with a poster, little

cards for your parents and stickers too!*NOTE I got a free copy of this book in exchange for an

honest review

Remind me, the next time I create a fantastic avatar called Pete the Cat who is loved by all as he

wades past the blueberries and the mud and just keeps on singing his song, to get a lock down on

my contract with the illustrator preventing him from creating a side line of rip off books that just

tarnish the name of Pete the Cat with their -10 degrees of originality. Excuse me? Pete the Cat: Old

MacDonald Had a Farm is just that. The lyrics of Old MacDonald Had a Farm with some admittedly

cute pictures of farm animals. But although those farm animals are cutely bug eyed and he does

throw in a frog, there's nothing new here, no subplot, like "Old Macdonald had a Workshop," or

anything new to this. If you need a new copy of Old MacDonald, this is pretty cute.



Otherwise...James Dean is either trying to cash in or, even worse, he thinks his pictures of Pete the

Cat or more important than the "real" Pete the Cat stories have so charmed us with. I've heard so

many people say, "Wow, imagine the writer of xxxx Children's Book got paid to do that, anyone

could do that." So sad to think that James Dean might be in that camp.Here's a strange revenge:

because libraries shelve this under Dean instead of Litwin, it won't earn much more than an

accidental leadership, placed so far away from the genuine article.

I bought this book for my 6 year old daughter for doing great in school. She was SO excited to get

the poster, which is on her bedroom door, and stickers. We read it at least once a week. She is

huge Pete the Cat fan! These books are the only way we got her to read. She is now willingly

reading on her own!
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